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Fasetto, Inc. Announces New Product Presentation at the Gartner IT Symposium/ XPO 

Fasetto’s presentation will feature new product, Forum, in address to IT Symposium/ XPO 

attendees 

Gartner IT Symposium/ XPO 2019, Orlando, FL October 20 – 24, 2019 - Fasetto, Inc. 

announced new product presentation from Gartner IT Symposium/ XPO. 

 

 Fasetto, a leader in creating solutions that accelerates the secure sharing of information 

and visual media, developed Forum™, an app which enables presenters to share their screen to 

everyone’s smartphone, tablet and laptop. Forum makes it possible to turn any space into a 

meeting room, whether it's an open office, huddle space, cafeteria or outdoor patio. Every 

browser-enabled device becomes an interactive hub that connects presenter and audience. Forum 

works whenever and wherever work happens- with or without the internet.  

 In this presentation, Fasetto’s Steve Walters will explain how Forum can help reduce 

demand and cost of more conference rooms – as well as improve huddle space meetings, on-the-

go sales presentations or open office meetings.  

 

-more- 



“With over 40 million huddle spaces and only 2% of them having video capabilities, helping 

companies utilize the space they already have is one of the key reasons we developed Forum”, 

said Fasetto CEO, Coy Christmas. “Then consider that 40% of employees waste up to 30 

minutes a day looking for meeting space, and it is clear that a new solution was needed.” 

Walters will give background on his experience working at Fasetto, how the idea of 

Forum came to be and how Fasetto is looking towards a more connected future.  

Join him on October 22nd from 1:10-1:30pm on IT XPO Stage 4 to learn more about how 

Forum can work with you. Or stop by Fasetto’s booth, 213, for a product demo. 

About Gartner IT Symposium/ XPO 

Gartner IT Symposium/ XPO is the world’s most important gathering of CIOs and senior IT 

executives. This event delivers independent and objective content with the authority and weight 

of the world’s leading IT research and advisory organization and provides access to the latest 

solutions from key technology providers. CIOs and IT executives rely on Gartner IT 

Symposium/ XPO to gain insight into how their organizations can use IT to address business 

challenges and improve operational efficiency. For more information, please visit 

https://www.gartner.com/en/conferences/na/symposium-us.  

 

About Fasetto, Inc. 

Fasetto creates technology solutions for an increasingly connected world. As a developer of 

hardware and software products, Fasetto makes information sharing intuitive and spontaneous 

with the Gravity platform that enables seamless connectivity between people, their content and 

the devices they use regardless of platform, device or network. The Gravity Server (LINK), 

opens access to the files and media on user’s devices. Forum is a powerful in-person presentation 

application that allows you to present directly to anyone's phone, tablet or laptop. Visit Fasetto at 

www.fasetto.com for more information. 
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